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/. 1NTRODUCTION

No sockets are drilled on semiconductor substrates !o insert miniature banana plugs in
order to conneci the device to the outside circuit; instead, some kind ofme!allization is
used to form contacts by which the device is reached. The wires soldered or weided to
these contacts serve as lerminals of the device.

A metal-semiconductor contact is a device itseif, Depending o.n the material properties and
the metallization process, it can be rectifying or ohmic. The rectifying contact results from
the deplelion of majority carriers in the semiconductor in the vicinity ofthe metal. A
contact of this kind conducts the current practicatly in one direction only. The ohmic
conîacts, on the other hand, resuit from the accumulation of majority carriers in the
semiconductor at the metal-semiconductor interface. An ohmic conlact supplies the
majorıty carriers and conducts the current in two directions. A meta! on a heavily doped
semiconductor may a!so form an ohmic contact.

Unlike ıhe rectifying contact, the ohmic contact has negligible effecis on device
performance for the "first order considerations. " For the "lextbook model" of any
semıconduclor device, the ohmic contact has no effects at ali. This is true for "large"
devices with "large" contact areas. For VLSI devices, as the contact size gets smaller and
smaller, the contact effecls become more and more importanl because the ohmic contact
sustaıns some voltage and degrades the frequency response of the device, hence, alters
the overall device performance.

The ohmic contact has a linear or quasi-Iinear I-V characteristic; therefore. a conlact
resıstance, Kc = V/I, is associated with iî. Alsa, the conlact resislivity or specific contact
resislance is defined by

ft-=l^i v.o^-cmî)v=o (l)

wh;ch is independent of the contact area.

Any ıvork to obtain betler quality ohmic contacts requires accuraıe measurements of R,
andpc- The simptest structure for contact resistance determination is giyen in Fig. l. it
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consists of a homogeneous piece of semiconductor with two identical contacts. The total

resistance ofthe system

where the semiconductor resistance

therefore, the contact resistance

and the speclfic contact resistance

RT=^+RB

L

(B =PSJ

j f ^
RC=2\RT-PBj

pc = RcA

Lenfftfy-^-L,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Contscî Ar^s = A

Fig. I. The lıvo-terminal resislor structure.

This model is very unrealistic tor planar contacts because the current density beneath such

a contact is not uniforrn. The three-terminal resistor method -- also known as TLM,

transmission linç method, transfer length method, and Shockley technique -- lakes the

current crowding effect İıUo consideration [l - 5], The transmission line method tor the

ohmic contact charactcrization is described and İts iirnİtations are pointed out in thİs paper.
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//. THREE.TERMINAL RESISTOR METHOD

The three-lerminal resisior method uses three identica] planar contacts on a semiconductor
bar which is usually a diffused p-tub on an n-substrate or vice versa as shown in Fia. 2.
Contacts are separated with distances of /,, (;,. The total resistance between two
neighboring contacls

Rr, =Rs^+2Rc
n'here ;'= 1, 2: W=widthonhetub, and^=sheetresistanceofthetub(n/sq).

-^ d -/, /". !f

-T~
!{..

Fig. 2. The three-ıerminal resistor structure.

Then the contact resistance

R^-(RHİI-RTI^
W ı -h! (7)

As a result of the current crowding beneath the contact edge, for this resistor structure.
PcftRcA.

The semiconductor region beneath the contact can be modeled as a transmission line as
shown in Fig.3 [l]. From the unit celi ofthe model,

w
dG = ^ A m
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RS
d R == ~^7 dx

di -- i(x-i-dx) - i(x) = v(x) ÇİĞ

dv = v(x+clx) - v(x) = i(x) dR

,0
l

.
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Fig. 3. Transmission line model for ıhe planarcontact [l].

Substituting (S) and (9) into (!0) and (l l),

di W
dx pc

dv RS .
~dx=~W'

areobtaıned. Now takingthe derivative of (12),

(9)

(10)

(II)

(12)

(13)

1



il

d2i W dv
clx2 ~ pc dx (14)

w
dividİng (i4) by -- ,

Pc

r/v d2; Pc
dx ~ dx2 W (15)

Nowfrom(13)and(15),

where

cfii ı
A2-I? (16)

_J°<L
=~R: (17)

Lj- is called ths transfer length, i.e. the effective dimension ofthecontact in the eurrent

flow direction. The solution for this homogeneous differential equation with the boundary
conditions of i(0) = 0. i(d) = ly,

lo""h[^
i(x) = -

ssnh\

andfrom(!2),

Pc
v(x> = WL

"^)

ÎQCOsh\

Thus, the contact resısîance,

T .,,, ı, (d-
"\LT

sinh\

R
v(d) Pc ., f d

c=ww7co'/'l^:
or

(18)

(19)

(20)

LT - Y d
Rcs-wRsc°"ı[^ (20a)
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Now the total resistance expression (6) can be rewritten as

l: - LT _ Y ü?RTi=R^, +2!^K, co!l,^ (21)

This expression holds for W» el and L-j-, and negligible metal resistance.

Tıvolim'îing cases can be considered here. Forc> 1. 5Z.7-, colhid/L-j-) £ 1. 1; [herefore,
the contact resistance

LT
RC-^RS (22)

it is independent of the contact dimension ı!; because only a fraction of the ccntact
participates in current transfer from meta] to semiconductor. For d < 0.5 L-r,-coth{d/L-r)
£2, 1; therefore,

.

pp_
lc " Wd (23)

For [his case, the enlire contact is used during current transfer.

The contact resistance and [lıe transfer length can be determined graphıcaily from the
resisıance measurements [5 - 6]. Assuming that f/£ 1.5 Lj.

l, . . L-r
f{Tİ " Ks~p/ + 2 A.î '^ (24)

R f is ploısed as a funclion of /, as shown in Fig. 4. For l = 0, R-r= fi' = 2 R^ (L^V),
andfor Rj-=0, l = !. =-l L-j.
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Fig.4. Total resistance as a function of/,

///. MODIFICATIONS TO TLM

The disagreement between the measured dala and TLM has led a modification to the
transmıssion lins modei [7 - 9]. The alloying/sinlering process changes the sheet
resıslance of the region beneath the confact from ̂  to Rs,, r With this modification (24)
becomes

'; " . LT
R 'Ti " K s \y + 2 .fi j,,, -j^- (25)

Lf; R and /' a:'e noıv different from before:

LT = ^Pc/Rsm

R'=2R,,,, (LT/\V)

!'=-2(R^, /R, )LT.

The specific conlact resistance

Pc - RsmLTZ (26)

can be found by an additional measurement -- the contact end resistance, R^ [5].
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Rf, is measured as shown in Fig. 5, by passing a consîant current betvveen two conEacts

and measuring the potential between one ofthese contacts and an opposite outside contact
pad. The ratio V//yie!ds R^.

/

E22a

s
77

W-^A

--- >--
. K,

t-1' t

z?

ES

Fig.5. Experiînenta! setup tor obtainıng tota! resîstance and contact end resistance values

[5].

From(19), [v= v(0) and ; = iğ]

Rr
/

from (20) and (27),

E~LrW . , ! d
-r

JR£ _ ^.,. (d-
-^- = cos!ı\

(27)

R£ ~ ^-"[LT (28)

thus.Lyisobtainedreadiiy. pç is detemıined from (27).

The contact end resislance Rg can also be determined with a simple resistance

measurement extension [5], An equiva!ent circuit for the contact is given in Fig. 6a. For
the Fig.6b, R ı, R^ and fij, measure

RI = RCO + RA + /?c'

Rj = RC^ RB+ RCI

(29)

(30)
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Rj =Rco + KA + RC- 2/?f + /;c + ^B + /?C2 (31)

Y///rıf7/7ZL

s^
^

K^^ ^/v-S^.
^ ^"ff ^<7'^

Fig.6. a) Equiva]ent circuit under the contact. b) Extra resistance measurement to derive

contact end resistance [5].

Then,

RE = (Kİ +RI- RsW (32)

ıvhere Rç' and Rç are contact resistances of coniact l vvhich are measured when Ij = O
and // =0, respectively. R^ and Rg represent the semiconductor resisıances between the
contacts, ıvhile R^g and R^ are contact resislances.

This technigue is suitable for many contact configurations; however. ıhere exist situations
in which more refinemenîs are required. Ifthe contact bar is very ıhin or resistive so that
the sheel resistance of the contact materia! is not negligible compared to the sheet
resistance of Ihe underlying layer, an appreciable voltage drop occurs wilhin the contact
bar. This is commonly the case for silicide contacis, A model for such a contact is
ciiscussed in [9]. For a test pattern giyen in Fig, 7, when a currenl ly passes through the
pads A and C, the vol age l^g develops across the conîacls A and B:

VAR=2,11,
R.

0 l R, + Rsm ' 1 }y'r "î ^ . """{(,/?CTI^+ Rs\v!a"lı[^}\+fîs"^y'f (33)
wh e re

RS = Semiconductor sheet resistance beneath !he contact
Rsm = Metal sheet resistance
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WVyc
KS"= D 7 == Semİconductor sheet resistance

n~î = Number of contact bars between A and B

W= ContacE bariength

2Z= Contact bar v/idth

2Z" = Distance between two contact bars

D = Distance between B and C

a == Generalized current transfer length, which is

»v Pc
RS + Rsm (34)

Fig.7. Test pattem for contact resistivity measurement. Dark areas represent bare
semiconductor surfaces; cross-hatched area represenls a region etched below the p-n

Junction forisolation [9J.

Here, while Ig, ıı, W, Z, Z" and D are set experimenlally, V^y, Vgc, K, and ̂ ,, ; are
measured. The generalized transfer length, a, is so'ved from (33). From (34), ıhe specific
conlact resistance is determined as

Pc = "2 C^+ /?""} (35)

Pimbley [10] modified the transmission line model to includs two dimensional currents.

in the new model, possible currents perpendicular to Ihe contact interface is al[owed to

f1oıv. Reeves and Harrison [11] further exleııded the model into a three-layer structure
(TLTLM) which is applicab!e to alloyed planar contacts as well as other contacts. They
introduced a currenl division factor/along with the contact resistance and conlact end
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resıstance. Recently Saıvdai et al. [12] proposed an improved lechnique to measure the
contact transfer length which induded. This tcchnique employs isolated thin metal stripes
betu'een the contacl pads on an isolated mesa slricture. These stripes are have the same
width as the coniacts, yet they have different lengths of the order of the transfer leneth.

IV. LIMITATIONS TO TLM

The TLM has limilations. One ofthe limilaiions is that Re is calculated from the difference
of lwo large numbers, namely Rj^!, and R-j-^ in (7). For small ̂  values, it can no! be
determined accurately. Also errors are involved in measuring the resistor lengths /;, and
,2 which may lead to negative R^ values [7], Anoiher source oferror is the assumption
that ali three contacts have identical contacl resislances. Practically ̂ . may niffer as large
as 200%, [7]. This questions the practica] validity of (7). When the contat! leneth is
different from ıh. e serniconductor tub width, the latera! current spreading can introduce
large errors. Concentric circularpatterns can be used lo eliminate the current spreading,
yet there are difficulties with the fomıation ofthe test pattems. Besides, mos; contacts in
intcgrated circuits are not concentric but rectangular.

For large geometry devices, TLM can be an adequaîe technique in ıhe characlerization of
the ohmic contacls; however, çare must be taken for small geometry devices where R,, is
small and easıly obscared by the other effects. As a numerica] example, if p^ = ]0-6
n.cm2 and R, -- 60 .Q/sq, then LT= ]. 3 ^m, Z" = 50 pi m, The effecl of the contact

relative to the semiconductor sheet is ZLj/Z" = 5%. Furthermore, for meaningful results,
7. " musl be measured ıvith a precision of ± 0. 5 um or betler, it is clear [hal TLM begins to
!ose credibiliıy as the pc falls below 10-6O. cm'i. Smaller contact resislivities as İ"ow as
10-s n.cm2 can be measured wilh a four-terminal Kelvin resistor test stnıclure [9], which
ıs no; much different from Ihe measuremenl ofihe contact end resistance. Thcre is also a
sıx-terminal contact resistance method which allou's the measurerr. ent of the conlacl
resıstance, the specific contact resistance, ıhe end resistance, the front resistance. and the
sheel resistance under the contact [13]. it requires special diffusion, contact and meîa]
pa;[erns,
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V. CONCLVSION

The TL.M remains to be a sinıple and practical technique in tlıe charactsrization of the ohmic
contacts; however, çare .ııusl be taken for sma!l geonıeıry devices. it beconıes less rcliable as the
Pc falls below 10-6 n. cın2. The four-terminal or six-terminal test stıuctures should be used for
the measurements of sınailer conîact resistivities.
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